
This talk deals with a distributed op mal power supply‐demand management method based on dynamic pricing 
in the deregulated electricity market. Since power consumers and generators determine their own power de‐
mand or supply selfishly in the deregulated electricity market trading, some distributed power management 
methods are required to maintain the power supply‐demand balance in a power grid. For this problem, the pro‐
posed method integrates two different me periods deregulated electricity market, "Day‐ahead market" and 
"Real‐ me market", and solves this management problem in a distributed manner using electricity prices 
through market trading. Specifically, the proposed method, first, derives the op mal loca onal electricity prices 
which maximize social welfare of the en re power network in the day‐ahead market based on alterna ng deci‐
sion makings of market players. Then, the proposed method compensates the power imbalance caused by some 
problems such as predic on errors via negawa  trading in the real‐ me market, in which power consumers re‐
duce their demand, while they receive monetary incen ves from the market operator. The proposed method 
shows the op mal incen ve design method using the day‐ahead prices to minimize the power adjustment cost 
in real‐ me market trading. Finally, numerical simula on results are shown to demonstrate the effec veness of 
the proposed method. 
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